HYBRID
EDGE MASTER
Piippo Hybrid Edge Master is
the latest member of the Premium
net wrap product line.
Improved coverage by up to 10 per cent combined with
the highest quality of the Hybrid net wrap products mean
dense and cost-efficient bales.

NEW!

D COVERAGE
10 % INCREASE

One size fits
the most
common balers

LENGTHS
3600 m
4000 m
4600 m

Longest net wrap in the market.
10 % increased coverage.
WHITE CAP SYSTEM
A white stripe on one side of the net wrap
along with the white cap label ensures that
the net is installed correctly in the baler.
The stripe also indicates the correct opening
direction of the bale.
SUPER CORE
A strong and durable core with improved
moisture resistance prevents operational problems
in shaft-mounted balers. Inside the core there is
the product’s quality control number.
DOUBLE END WARNING STRIPE
The first red stripe catches your attention 50
metres before the end of the roll with the second
one appearing at the 25-metre mark, helping you
use the entire roll and prepare for a roll change.
DOUBLE PALLET SYSTEM
The net wrap rolls are packed on two pallets,
which are placed on top of each other and
wrapped with plastic. The pallets can be easily
separated for transport when necessary.

INFORMATION
Piippo Hybrid Edge Master is the
strongest and longest baling net wrap.
T he weaving and raw materials
enable the longest roll possible.
High UV protection.
K
 eeps the bale together using
15–20 % less net wrap than
standard net wraps on the market.
U
 p to 500 bales (diameter 1.5 m;
two layers) with a 4600-metre roll.
The raw material composition makes
it easy to cut the net wrap.
T he weatherproof bag, sealed at
both ends, makes storage easy both
on the farm and in the store.
M
 ore metres, fewer rolls, less
packaging waste, lower transport
costs.
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